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Abstract

The Colliding Beam Sequencer (CBS) is a computer program used to operate the p+p Collider by synchronizing the applications programs and simulating the activities of the accelerator operators during filling and storage. The Sequencer acts as a meta-program, running otherwise stand alone applications programs, to do the set-up, beam transfers, acceleration, low beta turn on, and diagnostics for the transfers and storage. The Sequencer and its operational performance will be described along with its special features which include a periodic scheduler and command logger.

Introduction

The Tevatron was initially developed as a 800 GeV fixed target accelerator with a cycle time of approximately 1 minute. The evolution to a Collider, with many hours stores of relatively rare phases, involved many changes in the definitions and implementation of clock events, timer channels, and function generators. All the changes were not immediately apparent during the initial stages of the evolution. The requirements for the operation of the Tevatron as a collider were learned in brief study sessions during the fixed target program. The mechanism to allow the evolution to a smooth and efficient manner was established in the Colliding Beams Sequencer. Once the structure and protocol was established for the CBS, the program evolved to its present state by the addition of new features and commands.

The filling procedure consists of many operations including, but not limited to, the following major operations: safely aborting any existing beam (protons and phasors) in the Tevatron, loading low beta quad parameters for the fixed target lattice, resetting the injection fields of the Tevatron, checking the phasor injection channel into the Tevatron with protons, filling the Tevatron with protons, filling the Tevatron with phasors, coordinating the acceleration cycle to the flattop storage energy, coordinating the parameters required for the low beta lattice, and performing beam measurements.

Most, if not all procedures performed by the CBS program could be carried out by the Operations Group using existing programs. To use those programs in the proper sequence would entail many discrete operations where values and/or times would have to be entered by hand or files would have to be loaded at precise times. The programs, files, values, and times are sufficiently different for the various procedures used for colliding beam operation that it would be too time consuming and prone to error for reasonable operation of the Collider. In this respect, the CBS program, is a controller of other application programs. In addition, many tasks that could be constructed as stand alone application programs have been included as commands within the program.

Main page

The main control page image is displayed in Figure 1 to indicate the aggregate commands and some of the individual commands available to the user. Many of the aggregate commands have been discussed elsewhere.3 A complete list of individual commands, their format and usage, is contained in the help pages discussed below. The aggregate commands appear on the left hand side of the page and begin with an *+. The right hand side of the page displays the individual command list for the selected aggregate command. The second line of the page image contains interrupts for access to the subpages of the program. These subpages are discussed in the next sections. The next to last line of the page image displays all command log entries as they are being logged. It also provides a mechanism of manually entering messages into the command logger. The last line is used for program status messages.

The example in Figure 1 shows the individual commands for aggregate command #11 labeled 'recover from store' aggragate command to the user. Many of the aggregate commands have been discussed elsewhere. A complete list of individual commands, their format and usage, is contained in the help pages discussed below. The aggregate commands appear on the left hand side of the page and begin with an *+. The right hand side of the page displays the individual command list for the selected aggregate command. The second line of the page image contains interrupts for access to the subpages of the program. These subpages are discussed in the next sections. The next to last line of the page image displays all command log entries as they are being logged. It also provides a mechanism of manually entering messages into the command logger. The last line is used for program status messages.

The example in figure 1 shows the individual commands for aggregate command #11 labeled 'recover from store'. This command sets all function generators and timers in the Tevatron to a cyclic ramping mode, which is much like that used for fixed target operation, prior to setting the Tevatron at the injection energy of 150 Gev. When this aggregate command is selected, the program additionally displays the desired 150 Gev values of the turn, chromaticity, coupling, and the value for by which are passed to the program called in command #7. When the command is issued the first instruction (KILLBEAM) aborts any existing beam in the Tevatron. Since the Beam Loss Monitors are disabled during p+p stores to prevent accidental aborts due to Main Ring losses, they are re-enabled (BLM EN) before shot setup to prevent an accidental Tevatron quench during shot setup. The cooling for the Tevatron power leads is regulated depending on the current in the Tevatron. If the Tevatron is at the injection level, the next command will increase the cooling (LEAD ON) to the power leads prior to ramping. Otherwise, the command is bypassed. Command #4 (D69 f 11) calls the Accelerator Time Line Generator program which controls accelerator reset events for all Fermilab accelerators and loads the requested file number. When the CBS returns from configuring the accelerator reset, it waits for a total of 60 seconds into the Tevatron acceleration cycle, then executes the Tevatron energy waveform generator (11C Paper) to resume ramping from its current storage level (i.e. Contime From ST). The next command (T8 S 8) loads clock events and times from the internal data files discussed below. The
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next command (T49 f 7) calls the program responsible for generating the time and energy dependent parameters for most of the function generators in the Tevatron to configure timers and function generators for a ramping mode. The next command (EVT4D EN) enables the Tevatron injection clock event. The next to last command (T23 4) calls a comparison program which inspects the values of about 300 devices to verify proper values and display exceptions. The last command (SCHDS 0) disables all sequences in the periodic scheduler discussed below.

Program Features

The set of aggregate commands is constructed on-line from the console and may be general in nature. Each aggregate command is composed from a set of individual commands, which cause some action to be taken. The underlying feature of the program, which ultimately allows its flexibility, is that list of individual commands is read from the console tv page image at execution time. As requirements change, aggregate command titles and the list of individual commands associated with these titles may be constructed and saved without program modification. However, complex commands which do a series of simple commands can be defined by the addition of code.

This command page is always displayed upon the color monitor for inspection or execution of a command by the user unless one of the other sections of the program is being used. Currently, the only constraint upon inspection of the command list for the aggregate commands is that an aggregate command list is not being currently executed.

The set of aggregate commands contains a structure which provides safeguards against illogical execution of commands or selection of commands out of order. For example, the command which causes the Tevatron to ramp from 150 Gev to flattop will be refused if the Tevatron is already at flattop or turning on low beta if the Tevatron is not at flattop. These operational constraints places on the set of aggregate commands currently require program modification. The program displays the last command issued in contrasting text and indicates (by an arrow) the next logical command to be issued.

The individual command list associated with any aggregate command may be executed in three ways. The entire list may be sequentially executed from the top as a single command; any single command within the list may be executed; or the list may be sequentially executed starting from any point from within the list. The execution of any command may be terminated at any time with the use of an ESCAPE touch panel program switch.

The CBS program, and all of the called programs which send data to hardware, allow commands to be executed in a manner that displays the data to be sent without actually sending the data to hardware. This has been a valuable tool in the development as all the commands may be verified without affecting the hardware or Tevatron operation.

Within the CBS program, one can create files of commands to set delays and references of timers and function generator and to enable, disable, or trigger clock events. The files are easy to modify and greatly facilitate debugging collider operation of the Tevatron.

The CBS program utilizes a console help utility program for online program usage documentation including individual command functions and structures; and keep an up-to-date record of the status and changes to the program. The help pages are accessed via a "green function button" located on the console keyboard.

Periodic Scheduler

This feature of the CBS program allows the periodic execution (based on the time of day) of up to 10 sequences, each comprised of a single aggregate command or (set of) individual commands. The program verifies that the command is allowed depending on the current state of the Tevatron. Any or all sequences may be activated individually or as a group. An interval between successive executions of a command can be varied between 1 minute up to 2 hours or the sequence may be executed once and then disabled.

Command Logger

This section of the program automatically logs all commands and instructions executed by the CBS into a data file. This log file also keeps track of any command (aggregate or individual) changes. Figure 3 displays an example of the log file for a period during shot set up for store 2010. This file may be inspected at the console via an interrupt or at any VAX terminal, using a separate FORTRAN program. This feature has been very useful in diagnosing procedural problems that have arisen, especially during periods of development for the commands and command procedures.

Figure 2: Page image of the Periodic Scheduler

Figure 3: Page image of the Command logger file showing log entries for shot setup 2010.
Programs called

There are about a dozen application programs that are currently called by the sequencer. These programs load files to change the accelerator configuration, provide alarm and limit functions, or storage and/or analysis of data from beam monitoring hardware. Programs that are called by CBS are required to contain a small initialization section of code to establish communication with the CBS program. A few of the programs called have been mentioned earlier.

Two programs that keep track of data gathered to monitor beam and accelerator performance are the Sequenced Data Acquisition (SDA) program and the Shot Summary program. The CBS program coordinates data transfer to each of these programs in differently. The SDA is a VAX task which gathers beam intensity and emission data during the various steps of the filling cycle. The CBS program starts the SDA and requests that specific sets of data be stored. Once the store is underway, the periodic beam measurement aggregate command is issued by the Operator and the Scheduler is enabled to repeat the measurements for the duration of the store at a regular interval. A specific clock event is used to trigger the transfer of the beam quality data to a database to be read by the Shot Summary Program at a later time.

Program Environment

The program runs as a single-user primary applications program on a PDP-11/34 console computer. The program memory size for all primary application programs is limited to 20 K words for all code and data structures due to limited address space. The actual size of the program is significantly larger due to the overlay feature of the PDP-11.

As other applications programs are called by the CBS, the CBS program must be terminated and removed from memory while the called program is executed. When the called program is complete, the CBS program is (re)initialed and the program execution is resumed at the point at which it was terminated. This exchanging of programs in memory, which is similar to a FORTRAN subroutine call, is accomplished by a Fermilab Controls Library routine called change program (CHGPGM)\(^4\). This routine allows the coordinated exchange of primary application programs in memory by passing control information between programs via an 80 byte command buffer.

The Fermilab Control System upgrade\(^10\) plans include replacing the PDP-11 console computers with the more powerful microVAX 3200 computer. This is a virtual memory computer which would eliminate the necessity of complex overlay structures and allow the simultaneous execution of multiple application programs through windowing. Current plans call for implementation of the new consoles by (at least) the beginning of the next Collider run scheduled for mid 1990.

Operational Performance

The operational performance of the CBS program can best be described as a necessary tool for the development of the Tevatron as a Collider. Since its development, it has become necessary for the day to day operation of the Collider. It has spurred the development of additional dedicated sequencer programs.\(^10,14\) At the start of this Collider run, the setup time required for a fill ranged between 4 to 8 hrs. Currently, the filling operation requires less than 2 hours and is frequently on the order of an hour. This decrease in the filling time has come with the experience and constant evolution of the filling procedure. It is hoped by the authors that the present implementation of the CBS program has contributed to this evolution by making the Tevatron filling procedure less ambiguous.

Future Improvements

Some of the planned improvements to the CBS program will be realized as the new consoles become operational. This will free the program from the complex overlay structure now imposed. As this occurs additional aggregate commands and individual commands may be added and more of the hierarchical structure may be brought to the console page images. The addition of additional commands is projected due to the additional low beta interaction region at D0 and the installation of beam separators. Since the microVAX's may execute two primary application programs simultaneously, the CBS program no longer needs to be terminated to call other application programs. This should increase the speed and flexibility of the CBS program.
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